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What IS the Sun?
α-Cen-A is G2, 
α-Cen-B is K1, 
Proxima (α-Cen-C) is M6,
the Sun is G2
8.5 light minutes away
Betelgeuse is M2
643 ly
Bellatrix is B2
250 ly 
Saiph is B0
650 ly 
The Sun is a Star
Stars are Mostly Hydrogen Gas
Rigel is B8
860 ly
  
Layers of the Sun
  
Sunspot Cycle
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An eclipse happens when one object blocks the light of another
What is an Eclipse?
  
Eclipse Across America
August 21, 2017
Close to Hopkinsville, Kentucky (GE):
Start of partial eclipse 16:56 UT 11:56 a.m. CDT
Start of totality             18:24 UT  1:24 p.m. CDT
Maximum eclipse        18:25 UT  1:25 p.m. CDT 
End of totality              18:26 UT  1:26 p.m. CDT
End of partial eclipse   19:51 UT  2:51 p.m. CDT
  
Eclipse Across America...in Tennessee
August 21, 2017
  
What You Can See: Partial Eclipse
The entire United States will see a partial eclipse.  
  
Use a Kitchen Colander or Trees 
For Partial Phases
  
Shadow Bands
Light shines through air, creating a wavy pattern similar to light through water in a pool
  
Total Eclipse: Diamond Ring and 
Bailey's Beads
  
What You Can See: Total Eclipse
Zophia Edwards wide- 
angle view, from Jay 
Pasachoff's Eclipse 
2013 page
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The Corona and Prominences
Rob Lucas, with Jay Pasachoff's 2013 Eclipse Expedition
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The Sky During Totality
Jupiter is to the east of the Meridian (left), Mercury, Mars, and Venus to the west. 
Eclipsed Sun and Regulus
  
Safely Viewing an Eclipse
  
How to Safely Observe An Eclipse
 No Special Rules for Lunar Eclipses
For Solar Eclipses: Projection
Special Telescope Filters
Eclipse Glasses
Number 14 Welder's Glass
  Number 14 or Higher!
Eclipse Glasses
and Welder's Glass
  
Solar Filters for Telescopes
  
More Information
http://www.astrosociety.org/tov/Build_a_Sun_Funnel2.pdf
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/about/index.html
http://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/
http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SEgoogle/SEgoogle2001/SE2017Aug21Tgoogle.html
  
  
